African Movie Night

CAMERA D’AFRIQUE (10 MAR)
TIMBUKTU (17 MAR)
DEM DEMI (24 MAR)
PEPE LE MOKO (31 MAR)
LA PETITE VENDEUSE DE SOLEIL (7 APR)
MAKI’LA (14 APR)
AYA DE YOUPOUGON (21 APR)
PAPICHA (28 APR)
WALLAY (5 MAY)
CAMILLE (12 MAY)

Venue: 90 Bonham Road, University Museum and Art Gallery, HKU
Audience and Limit: Aged 18 or above
English subtitles for non-English dialogue.
Free admission. Registration required.
No walk-in is allowed.
For enquiry: musnews@hku.hk / 2241 5500

Please scan the QR code for screening dates and registration.
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